Slider solutions for Vista product series
- Alternate message display
- Plastic / Aluminium elements
- Fits to many Vista product series
- Clever and cost-effective
As part of its vision to provide a complete solution for any way-finding project, Vista System developed several solutions for slider signs.
Slider signs realize the needs of the workplace: office buildings, educational institutions and medical facilities can benefit from one sign that functions with alternating graphics as a multiple way-finding solution! It is both clever and cost effective.

**Type 1: Aluminum Slider**
This is a horizontal oriented wall sign with an aluminum slider profile that can be used to display alternating messages! It is perfect for displaying "OCCUPIED/VACANT", and comes in our standard Vista curved frame extrusion.
As you have come to expect from our products, it's smart, elegant and very easy to install and update.
This slider element is available for our V40, V60 and V80 extrusions and in any length required up to 14 feet.

**Type 2: Plastic Slider**
A combination of a plastic slider element, embedded into an existing aluminum wall sign, allowing interchangeable graphics on top, while the bottom slider provides the necessary “Open / Closed” function.

This option of a plastic slider element comes in 3 width sizes: 200, Letter and A4, and can fit our top three way-finding series:
- Vista System
- Vista Square
- Vista Nova

Scan the barcode to view the slider in action!

http://goo.gl/7o3KuZ
Type 3: Basic Slider

A polycarbonate slider element is inserted into the channels of the sign and moves along those channels. This slider element can be incorporated in the Vista and Vista Square line of products. In this case, the slider element size is a direct derivative of the chosen sign frame. This kind of solution allows a presentation of fixed graphics on the slider element, in addition to the interchangeable graphics underneath.

![Vacant Room 105 Sign](image)

Now it is easier than ever before, to display the availability of offices, clinics, conference rooms and classrooms. The aluminum sign frames are strong, vandal proof, easily maintained and require no special tools for mounting on walls, doors or various other materials.

The slider elements provide yet another personalization element and the frame is providing just the right background, without dominating the message.

Vista Slider signs are now available in a variety of lines: Vista, Square and Nova. They are now more than ever, OPEN FOR BUSINESS!

Vista Slider video campaign is the winner of the Smile Festival, European festival of Publicity and Humor.

Watch the award winning video here!  
http://goo.gl/cCms3p

Slider Solutions Kit

Purchase our Slider kit and discover all available solutions!

The kit includes 5 different signs:

- Vista sign (VA4 x 5”)
- Square sign (F200 x 5”)
- Nova sign (YNLettet x 4”) – with a plastic slider element.
- Vista sign (V60 x 10”) with an aluminum Slider.
- Square sign (F80 x 10”) with a basic slider.
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TRY it, you’ll love it!

Call and ask for Vista Slider kit!